MH Insight Summer Edition 2018

MH-ONLINE
New 1973 Warehouse

1973, a new addition to our menu:
To celebrate our 45th anniversary, we would like to dedicate a special
warehouse to the founding date of Morssinkhof Hydraulics, now known as MH
Hydraulics.
We have specially dedicated this 1973 warehouse to difficult to find parts and
components, rare parts, obsolete parts, everything you might need to repair
your very old pump and give it a new life.
We are aware that not all descriptions have an English translation but most
parts have a picture, part number and weight.
This warehouse with over 4000 parts is changing every day. When the parts
are green, the parts are in stock. However, we cannot guarantee that we will

have these parts in stock in the future unless we find a steady demand for
them.

Why use MH-ONLINE?
•

Your unique login gives you access to a vast database of over 35,000
unique drawings, only a click away.

•

Instantly see actual stock position inside MH NL

•

See your special net pricing

•

The quickest way to quote your hydraulic pump and motor repair

•

Book your parts 24/7

•

Same day shipping if order placed before 1300 CET (during workdays)

Green means in stock,
You can order parts 24/7 when they are green.
For customers in Europe, same day shipping if the order is placed before 1300 CET
(during workdays).
Access to unique product pages including pictures, description and weight.

Orange means not in stock,
Check delivery time with your MH team 1, 2 or 3.
For now, all orange has to be inquired. We are working on automating this.

Black is not a stock position but it means there is an additional drop-down parts-list
under it.

It might be beneficial to have "partial delivery" ticked if, for example, 95 % of your
inquiry is green.
This means you have to place two orders: one with all green parts and
inquire about the orange parts.
These parts will then be reserved.
Our team will work hard to source the missing orange parts in the quickest time for
you.

At your service

- The MH Team

Order Now

